Non-volatile memory is expected to co-exist or replace DRAM in upcoming architectures. Durable concurrent data structures for non-volatile memories are essential building blocks for constructing adequate software for use with these architectures. In this paper, we propose a new approach for durable concurrent sets and use this approach to build the most efficient durable hash tables available today. Evaluation shows a performance improvement factor of up to 3.3x over existing technology. 
Harnessing durable storage requires the development of new algorithms that can ensure a consistent state of the program in memory when a crash occurs and the development of corresponding recovery mechanisms. These algorithms need to write back cache lines explicitly to the NVRAM, to ensure that important stores persist in an adequate order. The latter can be obtained using a FLUSH instruction that explicitly writes back cache lines to the DRAM. Flushes typically need to be accompanied by a memory fence in order to guarantee that the write back is executed before continuing the execution. This combination of instructions is denoted psync. The cost of flushes and memory fences is high, hence their use should be minimized to improve performance.
When dealing with concurrent data structures, linearizability is often used as the correctness definition [Herlihy and Wing 1990 ]. An execution is linearizable if every operation seems to take effect instantaneously at a point between its invocation and response. Various definitions of correctness for durable algorithms have been proposed. These definitions extend linearizability to the setting that includes crashes, recoveries, and flush events. In this work, we adopt the definition of Izraelevitz et al. [2016] denoted durable linearizability. Executions in this case also include crashes alongside invocations and responses of operations. Intuitively, an execution is durable linearizable if all operations that survive the crashes are linearizable.
This work is about implementing efficient set data structures for NVRAM. Sets (most notably hash maps) are widely used, e.g., for key-value storage [Debnath et al. 2010; Nishtala et al. 2013; Raju et al. 2017] . It is, therefore, expected that durable sets would be of high importance when NVRAMs reach mass production. The durable sets proposed in this paper are the most efficient available today and can yield better throughput for systems that require fault-tolerance. Our proposed data structures are all lock-free, which make them particularly adequate for the setting. First, lock-free data structures are efficient and scalable [Herlihy and Shavit 2008] . Second, the use of locks in the face of crashes requires costly logging to undo actions executed in a critical section that did not complete before the crash. Nesting of locks may complicate this task substantially [Chakrabarti et al. 2014] .
State-of-the-art constructions of durable lock-free sets, denoted Log-Free Data Structures, were recently presented by David et al. [2018] . They proposed two clever techniques to optimize durable structures and built four implementations of sets. Their techniques were aimed at reducing the number of required explicit write backs (psync operations) to the non-volatile memory.
In this paper, we present a new idea with two algorithms for durable lock-free sets, which reduce the required flushes substantially. Whereas previous work attempted to reduce flushes that were not absolutely necessary for recovery, we propose to completely avoid persisting any pointer in the data structure. In a crash-free execution, we can use the pointers to access data quickly, but when a crash occurs, we do not need to access a specific key fast. We only need a way to find all nodes to be able to decide which belong to the set and which do not. This idea is applicable to a set because for a set we only care if a node (which represents a key) belongs to the data structure or not. Thus, we only persist the nodes that represent set members by flushing their content to the NVRAM, but we do not worry about persisting pointers that link these nodes --hence the name link-free. The persistent information on the nodes allows determining (after a crash) whether a node belongs to the set or not. We also allow access to all potential data structure nodes after a crash so that during recovery we can find all the members of the set and reconstruct the set data structure. We do that by keeping all potential set nodes in special designated areas, which are accessible after a crash.
In volatile memory, we still use the original pointers of the data structure to allow fast access to the set nodes, e.g., by keeping a hash map (in the volatile memory) that allows fast access to members of the set. Not persisting pointers significantly reduces the number of flushes (and associated fences), thereby, drastically improving the performance of the obtained durable data structure. To recover from a crash, the recovery algorithm traverses all potential set nodes to determine which belong to the set. The recovery procedure reconstructs the full set data structure in the volatile space, enabling further efficient computation.
The first algorithm that we propose, called link-free, implements the idea outlined in the above discussion in a straightforward manner. The second algorithm, called soft, attempts to further reduce the number of fences to the minimum theoretical bound. This achievement comes at the expense of algorithmic complication. Without flushes, the first (link-free) algorithm would probably be more performant, as it executes fewer instructions. Nevertheless, in the presence of flushes and fences, the second (soft) algorithm often outperforms link-free. Interestingly, soft executes at most one fence per thread per update operation. It has been shown in ] that there are no durable data structures that can execute fewer fences in the worst case. Thus, soft matches the theoretical lower bound, and is also efficient in practice.
On top of the innovative proposal to avoid persisting pointers (and its involved implementation), we also adopt many clever techniques from previous work. Among them, we employ the link-andpersist technique from David et al. [2018] that uses a flag to signify that an address has already been flushed so that further redundant psync operations can be avoided. Another innovative technique follows an observation in Cohen et al. [2017] that flushes can be elided when writing several times to the same cache line. In such case, it is sufficient to use fences (or, on a TSO platform, only compiler fences) to ensure the order of writes to cache and the same order is guaranteed also when writing to the NVRAM. Each write back of this cache line to the memory always reflects a prefix of the writes as executed on the cache line.
Both schemes are applicable to linked lists, hash tables, skip lists and binary search trees and both guarantee lock-freedom and maintain a consistent state upon a failure. We implemented a basic durable lock-free linked list and a durable lock-free hash table based on these two schemes and evaluated them against the durable lock-free linked list and hash map of David et al. [2018] . The code for these implementations is publicly available in Github at https://github.com/yoavz1997/EfficientLock-Free-Durable-Sets. Our algorithms outperform previous state-of-the-art durable hash maps by a factor of up to 3.3x.
The basic assumption in this work (as well as previous work mentioned) is that crashes are infrequent, as is the case for servers, desktops, laptops, smartphones, etc. Therefore, efficiency is due to low overhead on data structures operation. The algorithms proposed here do not fit a scenario where crashes are frequent. Substantial work on dealing with scenarios in which crashes are frequent has been done. The research focuses on energy harvesting devices in which power failures are an integral part of the execution, e.g., [Colin and Lucia 2016; Jayakumar et al. 2015; Maeng and Lucia 2018; Ruppel and Lucia 2019; Woude and Hicks 2016; Yıldırım et al. 2018] . Some of these devices also have a non-volatile memory (FRAM) and volatile registers. To deal with the frequent crashes, programs are executed by using checkpoints (enforced by the programmer, by the compiler, by run time, or by special hardware), and thus achieve persistent execution. Currently, those approaches do not deal with concurrency or with durable linearizability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of the set algorithms. Sections 3 and 4 provide the details of the link-free and soft algorithms, respectively. In Section 5 we discuss the memory management scheme used. The evaluation is laid out in Section 6. Finally, we examine related work in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8. Formal correctness proofs for the link-free list and the soft list are laid out in Appendices B and C correspondingly, in the supplementary materials.
OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED DATA STRUCTURES
A set is an abstract data structure that maintains a collection of unique keys. It supports three basic operations: insert, remove, and contains. The insert operation adds a key to the set if the key is not already in the set. The remove operation deletes the given key from the set (if the key belongs to the set) and the contains operation checks whether a given key is in the set. A key in a set is usually associated with some data. In our implementation we assume this data comprise one word. Our scheme can easily be extended to support other forms of data or no data at all.
A typical implementation of a lock-free set relies on a lock-free linked graph, such as a linked list, a skip list, a hash table, or a binary search tree (e.g., [Harris 2001; Herlihy and Shavit 2008; Michael 2002; Natarajan and Mittal 2014; Shalev and Shavit 2006] ). Each node typically represents a single key and consists of a key, a value, and a next pointer(s) to one (or more) additional nodes in the set. The structure of the linking pointers determines the set complexity, from a simple linked list (i.e., a single next pointer) to skip lists or binary search trees.
One way to transform a lock-free set into a durable one 1 is to ensure that the entire structure is kept consistent in the NVRAM [Izraelevitz et al. 2016] . Using this method, each modification to the set has to be written immediately to the NVRAM. When reading from the set, readers are also required to flush the read content, to avoid acting according to values that would not survive a crash. Upon recovery, the content of the data structure in the non-volatile memory matches a consistent prefix of the execution. The problem with this approach is that the large number of flushes imposes a high performance overhead.
In this paper, we take a different approach that fits data structures that represent sets. Instead of keeping the entire structure in NVRAM, we only ensure that the key and the value of each node are stored durably. In addition, we maintain a persistent state in each node, which lets the recovery procedure determine whether the insertion of a specific node has been completed and whether this node has not been removed. By providing such per-node information, we avoid needing to keep the linking structure (i.e., next pointers) of the set.
Both of our set algorithms maintain a basic unit called the persistent node, consisting of a key, a value and a Boolean method for determining whether the key in the node is a valid member of the set. The persistent nodes are allocated in special durable areas, which only contain persistent nodes. During execution, the system manages a collection of durable areas from which persistent nodes are allocated. Following a crash, the recovery procedure iterates over the durable areas and reconstructs the data structure with all its volatile links from all valid nodes.
A major challenge we face in the design of our algorithms is to ensure that the order in which operations take effect in the non-volatile view matches some linearization order of the operations executed in the volatile memory. This match is required to guarantee the durable linearizability of the algorithms.
One standard techniques employed in the proposed algorithms is the marking of nodes as removed by setting the least significant bit of one of the node's pointers. This method was presented by Harris [2001] and was used in many subsequent algorithms. The algorithms we propose extend lock-free algorithms that employ this method. In the description, we say "mark a node" to mean that a node is marked for removal in this manner.
Recovery
The recovery procedure traverses all areas that contain persistent nodes. It determines the nodes that currently belong to the set and reconstructs the linked data structure in the volatile memory to allow subsequent fast access to the nodes. Note that this construction does not need to use psync operations. Moreover, the reconstructed set may have a different structure from the one prior to the crash (for example, as a randomized skip list). The sole purpose of the structure is to make normal operations efficient.
The proposed algorithms require the recovery execution to complete before further operations can be applied. Before completing recovery of the data structure on the volatile memory, the data structure is not coherent and cannot be used. This is unlike some previous algorithms, such as [David et al. 2018; Friedman et al. 2018] , which allow the recovery and subsequent operations to run concurrently. This requirement works well in a natural setting where crashes are infrequent.
Link-Free Sets
The first algorithm we propose for implementing a durable lock-free set is called link-free, as it does not persist links. This algorithm keeps two validity bits in each node, allowing making a node as invalid while it is in a transient state before being inserted into the list. A node is considered valid only if the value of both bits match. Deciding if a node is in the set depends on whether it is valid and not logically deleted. We follow Harris [2001] and mark a node to make it logically deleted. The complementary case is when the validity bits do not match, making the node invalid. An invalid node is not in the set.
To determine whether a node is in the set, the contains operation checks that it is in the volatile set structure, i.e., that it is not marked as deleted. If this is the case, the contains operation makes sure this node is valid and flushed so that this node will be resurrected if a crash and a recovery occur. This ensures that the returned value of the contains matches the NVRAM view of the data structure's state.
To insert a node, the node first needs to be initialized. To this end, one validity bit is flipped, making the node invalid, and then the key and value are written into it. Intermediate states do not affect a future recovery because an invalid node is not recovered. Afterwards, the node is inserted into the linked structure and is made valid by flipping the second validity bit. The insertion completes by executing a psync on the new node, making the node durably in the set. If a node with the same key already exists, the previous insert is first helped by making the previously inserted node valid, and ensuring its content is flushed. At this point, the insert can return and report failure due to the key already existing in the set.
To remove a node, the removal first helps complete the insertion of the target node. The node is made valid and then its next pointer can be marked, so that it becomes logically deleted. The removal is completed by executing a psync on the marked node. If the node is already logically deleted, it is flushed using a psync and the thread returns reporting failure (as it was already deleted). During recovery, a marked node is considered not in the set.
Note that psync may be called multiple times on the same node. To further reduce the number of psync operations, we employ an optimization. Since the proposed algorithm persists a newly inserted node and a newly marked one, we use two flags to indicate whether a psync was executed after inserting the node or after deleting it. The first flag indicates that a new node was written to the NVRAM, and the second flag indicates that a deleted node was written back. Before actually calling psync on the node, the insert (or remove, correspondingly) flag is checked to minimize the number of redundant psync operations. After calling psync on a node, the insert (or remove, correspondingly) flag is set. This way threads coming in a later point see that the flags are set, and they do not execute an unnecessary psync. This is an extension of the link-and-persist technique of David et al. [2018] .
SOFT: Sets with an Optimal Flushing Technique
The second algorithm we introduce is soft (Sets with an Optimal Flushing Technique). Soft is also a durable lock-free algorithm for a set. It requires the minimal theoretical number of fences per operation. Specifically, each thread performs at most one fence per update and zero fences per read operation .
Each key in the set has two separate representations in memory: the persistent node and the volatile node. Similarly to our link-free algorithm, persistent nodes (PNodes) are stored in the durable areas. They contain a key and its associated value and three validity bits used for a similar but extended validity scheme. Each time we wish to write to the NVRAM, we do so via a PNode method. The PNode methods are described in further detail in Section 4.1.
The volatile node takes part in the volatile-linked graph of the set. In addition to holding the key and value, it has a pointer to a PNode with the same key and value, and pointers to its descendants in the linked structure. The pointer, which is usually used for marking, is used to keep a state that indicates the condition the node is in. A node can be in one of the following four states:
(1) Inserted: The node is in the set, is linked to the structure in the volatile memory and its PNode has been written to the NVRAM. (2) Deleted: The node is not in the set. In this case, the node can be unlinked from the volatile structure and later freed. (3) Intention to Insert: The node is in the middle of being inserted, and its PNode is not yet guaranteed to be written to the NVRAM. (4) Inserted with Intention to Delete: The node is in the middle of being removed, and its removed condition is not yet guaranteed to be written to the NVRAM.
The read operation (contains) executes on the volatile structure and does not require any psync operations, which is in line with the bound. A contains operation only reads the state of the relevant node and acts accordingly. A node that is either "inserted" or "inserted with intention to delete" is considered a part of the set, so contains returns true. Nodes with one of the remaining states ("intention to insert" or "deleted") cause the contains operation to return false.
To add a node to the set, soft allocates a volatile node and a PNode, links them together, and fixes its state to be "intention to insert". Next, the insert operation adds the node to the volatile structure. Read operations seeing the node in this state do not consider it as a part of the set. Thereafter, the associated PNode is written to the NVRAM and the state of the volatile node is changed to "inserted". When the state is "inserted", other operations view the key of this node as a part of the set.
When trying to insert a node into the volatile structure, if there is a node with the same key in the set, the node's state is checked. If the state of this node is "inserted" or "inserted with intention to delete", the node might be in the set in the event of a crash, so the thread fails right away. If the state is "intention to insert", then the old node is not yet in the set, so the current thread helps complete the insertion before failing. Just as many other algorithms, in soft, deleted nodes are trimmed when traversing the linked-structure of the set, so there is no need to consider the scenario of seeing a node with the "deleted" state. Either way, only a single psync is executed, following the theoretical bound.
When a remove operation wishes to remove a node, it must ensure the relevant node is in the set. A remove operation changes the node's state from "inserted" to "inserted with intention to delete". In this case, read operations do acknowledge the node because the removal has not finished yet. Then the removal is written to the NVRAM and, finally, the state changes to "deleted". A node with the state "intention to insert" cannot be removed because it is not yet in the set. In this case, the remove operation can return a failure: there is no node in the set with the given key. Alternatively, the state of the node the thread wishes to remove may already be "inserted with intention to delete". In this case, before failing, the thread helps completing the removal and persisting it. Just as before, this operation is done using only a single psync.
The goal of the states is to make threads help each other complete operations and reduce the number of psync operations to the minimum. States 3 and 4, described above, are used as flags to indicate the beginning of an operation so other threads are able to help.
Both insert and remove use the same logic. They first update the non-volatile memory, and only then execute the operation (reaching a linearization point) on the volatile structure. In other words, the state a thread sees in soft already resides in the NVRAM, unlike link-free in which a node has to be written back to the NVRAM. This logic follows the upper bound of .
THE DETAILS OF THE LINK-FREE ALGORITHM
In this section we described the link-free linked list. A link-free hash table is constructed simply as a table of buckets, where each bucket uses the link-free list to hold its items. Extending this algorithm to a skip list is straightforward.
The link-free linked list uses a node to store an item in the set; see Listing 1. Unlike soft, each key has a single representation in both volatile and non-volatile space. Each node has two validity bits, two flags to reduce the number of psync operations, a key, a value and a next pointer that also contains a marking bit to indicate a logical deletion [Harris 2001 ]. Building on the implementation of Harris [2001] , the list is initialized with a head with key −∞, and a tail with key ∞. All the other nodes are inserted between these two, and are sorted in an ascending order.
Auxiliary Functions
Before explaining each operation, we first discuss the auxiliary functions. We use the functions isMarked, getRef, and mark without providing their implementations since these are only bit operations, to clean, mark, or test the least significant bit of a pointer. In addition, we use FLUSH_DELETE and FLUSH_INSERT to execute a psync operation to write the content of a node to the NVRAM when removing or inserting it from or into the list. Before executing the psync, the appropriate (insert or delete) flag is used to check whether the latest modification to this node has already been written to the NVRAM so avoid repeated flushing. Next, flipV1 and makeValid modify the validity of a node: flipV1 flips the value of the first validity bit, making the node invalid, and makeValid makes the node valid by equating the value of the second bit to the value of the first bit.
The auxiliary function trim (Listing 2) unlinks curr from the list. Just prior to the unlinking CAS (line 4), node curr is flushed to make the delete mark on it persistent (line 2). The return value signifies whether the unlinking succeeded or not.
The find function (Listing 2) traverses the list in order to locate nodes curr and pred. The key of curr is greater or equal to the given key, and pred is the predecessor of curr in the list. During its search of the list, find invokes trim on any marked (logically deleted) node (line 16). Node*, Node* find(long key){//method returns two pointers, pred and curr. 
The contains Operation
The contains operation, based on the optimization of Heller et al. [2006] , is wait-free unlike the lock-free insert and remove operations. Given a key, it returns true if a node with that key is in the list and false otherwise.
In lines 3 -4 (Listing 3), the list is traversed in order to find the requested key. If a node with the given key is not found, then the operation returns false (line 5). If the node exists but has been marked, it is flushed and the thread returns false (line 7). The last possible case is that the node exists and has not been marked as removed. In this case, the node is made valid, is flushed to make its insertion visible after a crash, and true is returned (line 11). 
The insert Operation
The insert operation adds a key-value pair to the list. It returns true if the insertion succeeds (i.e., the key was not in the list) and false otherwise.
The insert initiates a call to find, in order to know where to link the newly created node (line 4). If the key does not exist, the operation allocates a new node out of a durable area using allocFromArea(). The allocation procedure (Section 5) returns a node that is available for use and whose validity state is valid, i.e., both validity bits have the same value. The insert operation then makes the node invalid by changing the first validity bit (line 12 Listing 4). The subsequent compiler fence keeps the order between the writes and guarantees that the node becomes invalid before its initialization. This ensures that an incomplete node initialization will not confuse the recovery. Next, the operation initializes the node's fields, including the next pointer of the node (line 16), and then the operation tries to link the new node using a CAS (line 17). Note that the node is still invalid when linking it to the list. If the CAS fails, the entire operation is restarted and, if successful, the new node is made valid by flipping the second validity bit (line 18). It is then flushed to persist the insertion and true is returned.
If the key exists in the list, the existing node is made valid, then flushed and the operation returns false (lines 6 -8). When finding a node with the same key, the existing node might not be valid yet because the node is linked to the list in an invalid state. It has to be made valid and persistent before false can be returned. Otherwise, a subsequent crash may reflect this failed insert but not reflect the preceding insert that caused this failure. This ensures durable linearizability.
The order between making the node valid and linking it is important. Making a node valid first and then linking it may cause inconsistencies. Consider a scenario with two threads trying to insert a node with a key k but with different values. Both threads may finish initializing their nodes and make them valid, but then the system crashes. During recovery, both nodes are found in a valid state (they may appear in the NVRAM even if an explicit flush was not executed), and there is no way to determine which should be in the set and which should not. 
The remove Operation
Given a key, the remove operation deletes the node with that key from the set. The return value is true when the removal was successful, i.e., there was such a node in the list, and now there is not, and false otherwise.
First, the requested node and its predecessor are found (line 5 Listing 5). If the node found does not contain the given key, the thread returns false. Otherwise, the node is made valid and then its next pointer is marked using a CAS (line 11). All along the code (and also here) we maintain the invariant that a marked node is valid. If the CAS succeeds, the operation finishes by calling trim to physically remove the node, and otherwise the removal is restarted.
There is no need for a psync operation between making curr valid (line 10) and the logical removal (line 11). Both modify the same cache line and the writes to the cache are ordered by the CAS (with default memory_order_seq_cst), implying the same order to the NVRAM. Therefore, the view of the node can be invalid (prior to line 10), valid and not removed (between lines 10 and 11), or valid and marked (after line 11). The node can never be in an inconsistent state (marked and invalid). 
Recovery
The validity scheme we use helps us determine whether a node was linked to the list before a crash occurred. This is possible because before initializing a node, it is made invalid so no partial writes are observed. If a remove operation manages to mark a node, we can know for sure it is removed.
The recovery takes place after a crash and the data it sees is data that was flushed to the NVRAM prior to the crash. The procedure starts by initializing an empty list with a head and a tail. Afterwards, it scans the durable areas of the threads for nodes. All nodes that are valid and unmarked are inserted, one by one, to an initially empty link-free list. All other nodes (invalid nodes and valid and marked nodes) are sent to the memory manager for reclamation. The linking of the valid nodes is done without any psync operations since all data in the nodes is already stored in the NVRAM.
THE DETAILS OF SOFT
The second algorithm we present is soft, which achieves the lower bound on the number of psync operations. It does so by dividing each update operation into two stages: intention and completion. By doing so, a thread triggers helping mechanisms by other threads, while not changing the logical state of the data structure. In this section, we start by describing the nodes of the soft list (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), then we discuss the implementation details of each set operation (Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5), and finally in Section 4.6, we explain the recovery scheme.
PNode
At the core of soft there is a persistent node (PNode) that captures the state of a given key in the NVRAM. It has a key, a value and three flags, which are described next. The structure is provided in Listing 6. The PNode's three flags indicate the state of the node in the NVRAM. The first two flags have a similar meaning to the ones used by the link-free algorithm. When both flags are equal, the node is in a consistent state, and if the flags are different, then the node is in the middle of being inserted. It also has an additional flag indicating whether the node was removed.
Specifically, the PNode starts off with all three flags having the same value, pInitialValidity. In this case, the PNode is considered valid and removed. The negation of pInitialValidity is returned to the user of the node after calling alloc, and is denoted pValidity. From this point on, the state of the persistent node progresses by flipping the flags from pInitialValidity to pValidity.
When a key-value pair is inserted into the data structure, the corresponding PNode is made valid, by setting validStart to pValidity, assigning the key and the value of the node, and finally setting validEnd to pValidity. Only then, the persistent node is written to the NVRAM. When validStart differs from validEnd, the node is considered invalid. When validStart equals to validEnd (but is still different from deleted), the node is properly inserted and will be considered during recovery.
When the PNode is removed from the data structure, the deleted flag is set and the node is flushed. Then, the node is valid and removed, so it is not considered during recovery. Note that this represents exactly the same state as when the node was allocated, making the persistent node ready for future allocations. The only difference is the value of all flags, which was swapped from pInitialValidity to pValidity. Code for allocating, creating and destroying a PNode appears in Listing 7. 
Volatile Node
Volatile nodes have a key, a value, and a next pointer (to the next volatile node). In addition, they contain a pointer to a persistent node (i.e., a PNode, explained in Section 4.1) and pValidity, a Boolean flag indicating the pValidity of the persistent node. The structure of the volatile node appears in Listing 8. Similar to the lock-free linked list algorithm by Harris [2001] , the last bits of the next pointers store whether the node is deleted. Unlike Harris' algorithm, a volatile node must be in one of four states: "intention to insert", "inserted", "inserted with intention to delete", and "deleted", as discussed in the overview (Section 2.3). We assume standard methods for handling pointers with embedded state (lines 2 -7 Listing 10). In addition, we use trim and find to physically unlink removed nodes and find the relevant window, respectively (Listing 9). Unlike its link-free counterpart, find also returns the state of both nodes. One is in the second address returned and the other is returned explicitly. Moreover, trim does not execute a psync before unlinking a node. 
The contains Operation
The contains operation checks whether a key resides in the set. Unlike the insert and remove operations, contains is wait-free and does not use any psync operations.
A node is in the set only if its state is either "inserted" or "inserted with intention to delete". A node with the state "inserted with intention to delete" is still in the set because there is a thread trying to remove it, but it has not finished yet. Only in these two cases the return value is true; in all the other cases, it is false. 
The insert Operation
Insertion in soft follows the standard set API, which is getting a key and a value and inserting them into the set. The operation returns whether the insertion was successful. Code is provided in Listing 11 and is discussed below. Similar to link-free, persistent nodes are allocated from a durable area using allocFromArea. When allocating a new PNode, all its validity bits have the same value, so its state is deleted. Volatile nodes can be allocated from the main heap.
The first step of insert is a call to find, which returns the relevant window (line 6). As mentioned above, while traversing the list, if a logically removed node, is found along the way the thread tries to complete its physical removal. Unlike link-free, however, there is no need to execute a psync a removed node before unlinking it. The volatile node becomes removed only after the corresponding PNode becomes removed and is written to the NVRAM. Therefore, if a volatile node is marked as removed, it is always safe to unlink it from the data structure and it does not require further operations.
Discovering a node with the same key already in the list fails the insertion. Nonetheless, the thread needs to help complete the insertion operation before returning, if the found node's state is "intention to insert". In the complementary case, when there is no node with the same key, the thread allocates a new PNode and a new volatile node, and attempts to link the latter node to the list (line 23) using a CAS. The new volatile node is initialized with the state "intention to insert", because we want other threads to help with finishing the insertion. If the CAS failed, the entire operation starts over. Otherwise, the thread moves to the helping part, where the node is fully inserted.
The helping part starts by initializing the PNode of the appropriate node (line 30). Afterwards, all the threads try to complete the insertion and make it visible by changing the state of the new node to "inserted" (line 33). Finally, the thread returns true or false depending on the path taken. 
The remove Operation
The remove operation unlinks a node from the set with the same key as the given key. It returns true when the removal succeeds and false otherwise.
Similar to the previous operation, remove starts by finding the required window. If the key is not found in the set, the operation returns false. Recall that a volatile node is removed from the set only after its PNode becomes deleted in the NVRAM, so returning false is safe. Also, if the found node has a state of "intention to insert", the remove operation returns false. This is because such a node is not guaranteed to have a valid PNode in the NVRAM.
In the case when a node with the correct key is found, the thread attempts to mark the node as "inserted with intention to delete". At this point, all threads attempting to remove the node compete; the successful thread will return true while other threads will return false (line 14). This does not, however, change the logical status of the node (the key is still considered as inserted) or modify the NVRAM. Once the node is made "inserted with intention to delete", the thread calls destroy on the relevant PNode, so that the deletion is written to the NVRAM. Finally, the state is changed to be "deleted" to indicate the completion and the result is returned. Note that calling destroy and marking the node as "deleted" happens even if the thread fails in the "inserted with intention to delete" competition, in which case it helps the winning thread. The final step, executed only by the thread that won the "inserted with intention to delete" competition, physically disconnects the node from the list by calling trim. This latter step does not change the logical representation of the set and is executed only by a single thread to reduce contention. 
Recovery
In soft only the PNodes are allocated from the durable areas. All the volatile nodes are lost due to the crash. This means that the intentions are not available to the recovery procedure, so it decides whether a key is a part of the list based on the validity bits kept in the PNode. A PNode is valid and a part of the set, if the first two flags (validStart and validEnd) have the same value, and the last flag (deleted) has a different value.
In order to reconstruct the soft list, a new and empty list is allocated. Then the recovery iterates over the durable areas to find valid and not deleted PNodes. If such a PNode pn is found, a new volatile node n is allocated and its fields are initialized using the pn's data. The value of n's pValidity is set to the be pn's validStart, and pptr points to pn. Finally, n is linked to the list in a sorted manner and its state is set to "inserted". Similar to link-free, no psync operations are used to link n since the data in pn already persisted in the NVRAM. Invalid or deleted PNodes are sent to the memory manager for reclamation.
MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Both of our algorithms use durable areas in which we keep the nodes with persistent data, which are used by the recovery procedure. A memory manager allocates new nodes and new areas, keeps record of old ones, and has free-lists for each thread. Moreover, since this is a lock-free environment, our algorithms are susceptible to the ABA problem [Michael 2002] and to use-after-free.
To maintain the lock-freedom of our algorithms, lock-free memory reclamation schemes can be used (e.g., [Alistarh et al. 2017; Balmau et al. 2016; Brown 2015; Cohen 2018; Cohen and Petrank 2015; Dice et al. 2016; Michael 2004] ). Some, however, are complicated to incorporate; some require the data structure to be in a normalized form; and others have significant overhead that commonly deteriorates performance. We, therefore, chose to employ the very simple Epoch Based Reclamation scheme (EBR) [Fraser 2004 ] that is not lock-free but it performs very well and provides progress for the memory management when the threads are not stuck.
In EBR we have a global counter to indicate the current epoch, and each thread is either in an epoch (when executing a data structure operation) or idle. A thread joins the current epoch at the beginning of each operation, and becomes idle at its end. When an object is freed, it is added to a free-list for the current epoch. Whenever a thread runs out of memory, it starts the reclamation of the current epoch, denoted e. When all the threads reach either epoch e or an idle state, all the objects in the free-list related to epoch e − 2 can safely be reclaimed and reused. We used a variant of EBR that uses clock vectors. In particular, we used ssmem, an EBR that accompanies the ASCYLIB algorithms .
The ssmem allocator normally serves volatile memory, allocating objects of fixed predetermined size. We adapted it to our setting. In ssmem, each thread has its own personal allocator so the communication between different threads is minimal. The allocator provides an interface that allows allocating and freeing of objects of a fixed size in specially allocated designated areas. It initially allocates a big chuck of memory from which it returns objects to the program using a bump pointer. When the area fills up, nodes get reclaimed, and holes emerge; a free-list is then used to allocate objects. Each thread has it own free-list so freeing nodes or using free ones does not require any form of synchronization. The free-lists are volatile and are reconstructed during a recovery. Invalid or deleted nodes a thread encounters during recovery while traversing the durable areas are inserted into the private free-list of the thread.
The memory manager keeps a list of all the areas it allocated so it can free them at the end of the execution. Throughout its life, the original ssmem manager does not free areas back to the operating system. In our implementation, empty areas can be returned to the operating system during the recovery if all the nodes of an area are free.
Both link-free and soft use durable areas as a part of their memory allocation scheme. These are address spaces in the heap memory that are used solely for node allocation and, therefore, ssmem can be used with small modifications. When a thread performs an insertion, it allocates a node from these areas, and when a node is removed, it is returned to the proper free-list. To reduce false sharing and contention, each thread has its own areas.
Using ssmem, each thread keeps a private list with one node per allocated area pointing to all the areas it allocated throughout the execution, denoted area list. This list has to be persistent so after a crash the areas will not be lost. We call nodes is this list area nodes. When allocating an additional area, we write its address in a new area node and write the new area node to the NVRAM. Then, we link it to the beginning of the area list (there is no need for any synchronization since the area list is thread-local), and flush the link to it, making the new area node persistent. The area list is persistent and its head is kept in a persistent thread-local space, which a recovery procedure can access. Thus, all the addresses of the different areas can be traced after a crash and all persistent nodes can be traversed.
There is an inherent problem when using durable algorithms without proper memory management. When inserting a new node, the node is allocated and only afterwards linked to the set. In the case of deletion, the node is unlinked from the set, and subsequently can be freed. Since a crash may occur at any time, we might have a persistent memory leak if a new node was not linked or if a deleted node was not freed.
Typically, this problem is solved by using a logging mechanism that records the intention (inserting or removing) along with the relevant addresses. This way, in case of a crash, the memory leaks may be fixed by reading the records. This logging mechanism requires more writes to the NVRAM, which take time, resulting in increased operation latency and worse throughput.
The durable areas solve this problem in a simpler manner since all the memory is allocated only from them. Therefore, when recovering and traversing the different areas, leaks will be identified using the validity scheme. Removed or invalid nodes can be freed and reused.
EVALUATION
We ran the measurements of the link-free and soft algorithms and compared them to the stateof-the-art set algorithm proposed by David et al. [2018] . We ran the experiments on a machine with 64 cores, with 4 AMD Opteron(TM) 6376 2.3GHz processors (16 cores each). The machine has 128GB RAM, 16KB L1 per one core, 2MB L2 for every pair of cores and 6MB LLC per 8 cores (half a processor). The machine's operating system is Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS (kernel version 5.0.0). All the code was written in C++ 11 and compiled using g++ version 8.3.0 with a -O3 optimization flag.
NVRAM is yet to be commercially available, so following previous work [Arulraj et al. 2015; Ben-David et al. 2019; Chakrabarti et al. 2014; Cohen et al. 2019 Cohen et al. , 2017 David et al. 2018; Friedman et al. 2018; Kolli et al. 2016; Schwalb et al. 2015; Volos et al. 2011; Wang and Johnson 2014] , we measured the performance using a DRAM. NVRAM is expected to be somewhat slower than DRAM [Arulraj et al. 2015; Volos et al. 2011; Wang and Johnson 2014] . Nevertheless, we assume that data is durable once it reaches the memory controller 2 . Therefore, we do not introduce additional latencies to NVRAM accesses.
Link-free and soft use the clflush instruction to ensure that data is written back to the NVRAM (or to the memory controller). This instruction is ordered with respect to store operations [Intel 2019] , so an additional store fence is not required (unlike the clflushopt instruction, which does require a fence). David et al. [2018] used a simulation of clwb (an instruction that forces a write back without invalidating the cache line, which is not supported by all systems). To compare apples to apples, we changed the code to execute a clflush instead (as other measured algorithms).
Throughput Measurements
We compared the algorithms to each other on three different fronts. Each test consisted of ten iterations, five seconds each and the results shown in the graphs, are the average of these iterations. In each test, the set was filled with half of the key range, aiming at a 50-50 chance of success for the insert and remove operations. Error bars represent 99% confidence intervals.
First, we measured the scalability of each algorithm, i.e., the outcome of adding more threads to increase the parallelism. The workload was fixed to 90% read operations (a common practice when evaluating sets [Herlihy and Shavit 2008]) , and the key range was fixed as well. When running the lists, the key ranges were 256 and 1024. We chose to run two tests with the lists so we could have a closer look at the effect of a longer list on the scalability and performance. We also evaluated the hash set. For the hash set, we used a larger key range of 1M keys with a load factor of one.
The results for the throughput test are displayed in Figure 1 . On the left, the graphs show the throughput as a function of the number of threads (in millions of operations per second). On the right, the relative improvement over the log-free set is shown (the y axis is the factor of improvement).
In Figures 1a and 1b, we can see the results for the shorter and longer lists. When the key range is 256 keys, all algorithms experience a peak with 16 threads and a slow decrease towards 64 threads. For a single thread, soft and link-free outperform log-free by 40% and 35%, respectively, for 16 threads by 30% and 20%, respectively, and for 64 threads, both by 94%. The 16-thread peak can be explained by the nature of a list. Running many threads on a short list implies contention that hurts performance. Also, 16 threads can use a single processor but 17 cannot.
Soft achieves the best performance on the short list by a noticeable margin. In this case, the amount of psync operations dominates performance as the traversal times are short. Unlike linkfree or log-free, soft uses the optimal number of fences per update. For instance, both link-free and log-free executed a psync before trimming a logically deleted node (soft does not). Both of our algorithms perform much better than log-free and we can relate this result to the elimination of pointer flushing, which is the main idea behind both algorithms.
For a longer list (Figure 1b) , all the compared lists scale with the additional threads. When the number of available keys is bigger, most of the time is spent on traversing the list; hence, more threads imply more concurrent traversals and more operations.
As can be seen in the graph, link-free outperforms both soft and log-free by a considerable difference. In contrast to Figure 1a , here the additional overhead of soft (using intermediate states and more CAS-es instead of direct marking) degrades its performance. When the range grows, the additional psync operations are masked by the traversal times. Since soft uses two additional CAS-es in each update, link-free wins.
Moreover, with higher contention, a node might be flushed more than once in link-free. As mentioned, link-free prevents redundant psync operations using a flag after the first necessary psync. In a case where multiple threads operate on the same key, it might be flushed more than needed. So, when contention is high, link-free may perform more psync operations. For cases of lower contention, the optimization is more effective. In effect, link-free does a single psync per update and zero per read (due to the low contention, all flags are set before other threads help). In this case, link-free and soft execute the same amount of psync operations, but soft is more complicated and uses more CAS-es. Because of this, for boarder ranges, link-free performs better.
The hash set is evaluated in Figure 1c . Link-free and soft are highly scalable (reaching 25.2x and 27x with 32 threads, respectively, and 45.6x and 49.6x with 64 threads, respectively). Log-free is a lot less scalable (18.4x with 32 threads and 4.6x with 64 threads). For 32 threads, soft and link-free perform better by factors of 3.4x and 3.26x, respectively. Thus, we obtain a dramatic improvement of the state-of-the-art.
As can be seen, the result of the log-free hash table in the test with 64 threads is oddly low. We used the authors' implementation and we do not know why this happened. To make further comparisons fair enough to previous work, we fixed the number of threads at 32 in subsequent hash table evaluations. The number of threads in the lists' evaluation remained 64.
In the second experiment, we examined the effect of different key ranges on the performance of the data structure. We again fixed the workload to be 90% read operations, and the number of threads at 64 for the lists and at 32 for the hash maps. The sizes when running the lists vary from 16 to 16K in multiples of 4. For hash tables, the size varies between 1K and 4M in multiples of 16. Figure 2a shows that soft and link-free are superior to log-free in each key range. As expected, for shorter ranges, soft performs better and for bigger ranges link-free wins. The reason is that as the key range grows, more time is spent on traversals of the lists and the number of psync operations used is masked. We can see this effect in the graph: as the range grows, the difference in performance shrinks, starting with a factor of 2.46x difference between soft and log-free and ending with link-free having a 20% improvement for 16K keys.
As expected, the trend of the graph consists of a single peak point. We note that the performance improves because contention drops when the range grows but only up to a point. Beyond this point, most of the time is spent on traversing the list rather than executing actual operations. Figure 2b depicts the performance and the relative improvement of the three hash tables. As explained above, this test was run with 32 threads. As predicted, the performance of all hash tables worsens as the range grows. This may be attributed to reduced locality. For 1K distinct keys, soft outperforms log-free by a factor of 3.53x and link-free outperforms log-free by a factor of 3.2x. For the longest range (4M keys), soft is better by a factor of 3.28x and link-free is better by a factor of 3.12x.
The last variable evaluated is the workload. We measured different distributions of reads (50% -100% with increments of 10%, and also the specific values of 95%). Note that this covers the standard "Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark" (YCSB) [Cooper et al. 2010] workloads A (50% reads), B (95% reads), and C (100% reads). In this experiment, the number of threads was fixed at 64 for lists and 32 threads for hash tables, and the key ranges were fixed at 256 or 1024 in the case of the lists and at 1M in the case of the hash tables.
The lists (Figures 3a and 3b ) all behaved similarly to one another. For both ranges, link-free performed slightly better than soft. Link-free is superior to soft since the high amount of threads increases the contention, which increases the cost of the additional CAS-es used in soft. Also, a higher percentage of updates also contributed to more CAS-es in soft.
For the shorter range, link-free surpassed log-free by a factor of 2.6x with 50% reads, and for 100% reads, it had a 33% improvement. With 1k keys, the throughput of link-free was higher by a factor of 2.1x with 50% reads and higher by 23% with 100% reads.
The trend of both graphs can be justified by a few reasons. First, all algorithms use the least amount of psync operations in the read operations. Soft does not use any, link-free uses at most one, and log-free uses at most two. Moreover, reads are faster since there is no need to invalidate any cache lines of other processors. Finally, unlike insert and remove, which may restart and theoretically run forever, the contains operation is wait-free and optimized to run as fast as possible. Accordingly, the gap between the different algorithms shrinks as the percentage of reads grows.
Running with 100% reads is a special situation where the performance improves tremendously. Each thread runs in isolation from the others since there are no conflicts between contains operations. Also, in this case, none of the algorithms execute any psync operations. Link-free and log-free both use optimizations to reduce the number of psync operations and since the nodes in the list were inserted and flushed previous to the beginning of the test, there is no need to flush them again.
We would expect soft to be the best in this scenario but due to its implementation, it falls short. Unlike link-free, each volatile node in soft has an additional pointer that makes it larger. As a result, about one and a half volatile nodes fit in a single cache line, so when traversing the list, we have more cache misses. Soft is still better than log-free because its contains operation is simpler. Log-free has a few branches to check whether a node should be flushed or not, which lengthens the function and may cause branch mis-predictions.
The hash tables, depicted in Figure 3c , exhibit a trend similar to what we saw in previous tests. The throughput rises as the number of updates declines. Moreover, the difference in performance between the three algorithms shrinks as the number of updates decreases.
In according with our expectations, soft surpasses link-free and log-free. The traversal times in the hash tables are minimal so soft does not suffer from cache misses and the simplistic contains operation works in soft's favor. 
RELATED WORK
There has been a lot of research focused on adapting specific concurrent data structures to durable ones [David et al. 2018; Friedman et al. 2018; Nawab et al. 2017; Schwalb et al. 2015] . Some researchers developed techniques to modify general objects so that they are durable linearizable [Avni and Brown 2016; Coburn et al. 2012; Izraelevitz et al. 2016; Kolli et al. 2016; Volos et al. 2011] Coburn et al. [2012] ; Kolli et al. [2016] ; Volos et al. [2011] used transactions to create a new interface to the NVRAM and, by proxy, make regular objects durable linearizable. The main disadvantage of their schemes is the need to log operations and other kinds of metadata in the NVRAM, which causes more explicit writes to the memory and uses of synchronization primitives. Another major disadvantage is the use of locks that limits the scalability of the different implementations and might cause an unbounded rollback effect upon a crash. Izraelevitz et al. [2016] presented a general algorithm to maintain durable linearizability. This generality, however, comes at the expense of efficiency; their construction inserts a fence before every shared write and a flush after, a fence and a psync for each CAS, and a psync after every shared read. In contrast, our algorithms are optimized in the sense they execute fewer psync operations, especially soft Cohen et al. [2017] presented a sequential durable hash table that uses only one psync per update and none for reads, achieving the lower bound proven by . This paper introduced the validity schemes we used in both algorithms. Both algorithms rely on the observation made in the paper that the order of writes to the same cache line in the program is the same as the order of those writes in the memory. No extension to concurrency was discussed in their paper. Nawab et al. [2017] developed an efficient hash table that supports multiple threads and transactions. They used fine-grained synchronization, and thus their algorithm is not lock-free. Their algorithm does not support durable linearizability but only buffered durable linearizability which is a weaker guarantee. Thus this work is not comparable to ours. Friedman et al. [2018] presented three variations of a durable lock-free queue. The first guarantees durable linearizability [Izraelevitz et al. 2016] , the second guarantees detectable execution [Friedman et al. 2018] , which is a stronger guarantee than durable linearizability, and the third guarantees buffered durable linearizability [Izraelevitz et al. 2016 ]. The queue is inherently different from a set since it maintains an order between individual keys. introduced a theoretical universal construct to obtain durable lock-free objects with one psync per update (per conflicting thread) and none for reads. Their implementation uses a lock-free queue to order all pending operations, then a batch of operations is persisted together and, finally, a flag is set to indicate that the operations were flushed. This algorithm is theoretical and is not targeted at high performance. Using a queue to order operations creates contention and hurts scalability. In addition, the state of the object is a persistent log of all the previous operations, which means that in order to return a result, the whole log has to be traversed, making this algorithm highly inefficient and impractical. David et al. [2018] introduced four kinds of sets (Log-Free Data Structures), building up from lock-free data structures and adding to them two main optimizations. Link-and-persist is the first optimization and it reduces the number of psync operations but at the cost of using CAS, which is considered more expensive than a simple store operation ]. The second is link-cache, which writes next pointers to the NVRAM only when another operation depends on the persistency of the pointer. This work represents state-of-the-art durable sets and we compared our constructions to it, showing dramatic improvements.
CONCLUSION
In this work we presented two algorithms for durable lock-free sets: link-free and soft. These two algorithms were shown to outperform existing state-of-the-art by significant factors of up to 3.3x. In addition to high efficiency, they also demonstrated excellent scalability. The main idea underlying these algorithms was to avoid persisting the data structure's pointers, at the expense of reconstructing the data structures during (infrequent) recoveries from crashes. soft reduces fences to the minimum theoretical value, at the expense of algorithmic complication and higher (volatile) synchronization. The evaluation demonstrated that soft outperforms the link-free implementation when psync operations are often required: For example, for long lists it was better to use the link-free version because traversals were long and psync operations were infrequent. For short lists (which also underlay a hash table), however, operations are short and psync operations occur frequently. In this case, soft was the best performing method.
